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Abstract We propose ViComp, an automatic audio-visual camera selection framework
for composing uninterrupted recordings from multiple user-generated videos (UGVs) of
the same event. We design an automatic audio-based cut-point selection method to seg-
ment the UGV. ViComp combines segments of UGVs using a rank-based camera selection
strategy by considering audio-visual quality and camera selection history. We analyze the
audio to maintain audio continuity. To filter video segments which contain visual degrada-
tions, we perform spatial and spatio-temporal quality assessment. We validate the proposed
framework with subjective tests and compare it with state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords Video composition · User-generated videos · Audio-visual analysis · Camera
selection · Subjective evaluation
1 Introduction
With the increasing availability of multimedia portable devices, more and more people
record events (such as a concert, sports game, public speech and rallies) from different
angles that are then shared on the Internet. These User-Generated Videos (UGVs) have
limited fields of view, incomplete temporal coverage of the event and may contain visual
degradations (e.g. unwanted camera movements). Moreover, the audio in each UGV is
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of varying quality due to different recording devices, and may contain reverberations and
sounds from the surrounding environment.
Video editing is performed by discarding low-quality and less interesting visual
segments. The edited video is composed of shots, where a shot is an uninterrupted
recording. Each visual segment is a sub-shot which can be characterized by its content.
The perceived audio-visual quality is a key factor which makes the content enjoy-
able and interesting to playback [23]. Therefore, audio continuity and uniformity are
also desired along with the appropriate view selection. In UGVs, global feature anal-
ysis is performed for understanding the content by attention detection [15], and for
filtering the low-quality content by camera motion analysis [7, 15]. Existing video
composition methods [30, 35] for UGVs perform visual quality analysis and man-
ual cut-point selection. Although audio content plays an important part in the judg-
ment of the overall perceived quality [5], it has not been analyzed in the existing
methods [30, 35].
In this paper, we propose a framework (ViComp) for the automatic multi-camera com-
position from UGVs recorded from different viewpoints of an event. To maintain audio
uniformity, we propose a method for audio stitching by ranking a set of audio signals from
an event based on their quality. We design an automatic cut-point selection method by
analyzing the change in the dynamics of three audio features, namely root mean square,
spectral centroid and spectral entropy. The selected cut-points are used for video segmen-
tation. To suppress low-quality video segments and extract the ones with high quality, we
perform spatial and spatio-temporal analyses. To enhance the viewing experience [43], we
rank and select segments using visual quality and view diversity by considering the selec-
tion history of the past two video segments. The block diagram of the proposed framework
is shown in Fig. 1.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related work. In
Section 3, we define and formulate the problem. The audio and video analyses are
described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, followed by the camera-selection descrip-
tion in Section 6. The comparison of the proposed method with the state-of-the-art
methods is presented in Section 7. The experimental results and subjective compari-
son with the existing methods are detailed in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 concludes
the paper.
2 Related work
The state of the art for multi-camera recording editing and camera selection can be grouped
based on the scenario for which they are designed. This includes camera selection for lec-
ture webcast [9, 41] and meetings [27, 42], sports video broadcast [8, 11, 38], home-video
summarization [7, 15], and multi-camera mashup generation [30, 35]. In video editing for
summarization, the continuity of the event is disregarded and only key frames are included
in the output video. In video composition, a time continuous video is generated by selecting
video segments from multiple cameras.
Camera selection in lectures [9, 41] focuses on the lecturer, slides, or audience. Frame
differencing in fixed cameras [9], or online detection and tracking in PTZ cameras [41] is
performed for lecturer localization. Dickson et al. [9] developed a lecture recording system
that involved two fixed cameras; one capturing the lecturer and the whiteboard, and the other
recording the projector screen. The lecturer is localized, cropped (by applying frame differ-
encing), and used in the final GUI presentation along with whiteboard and slides. Winkler































Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed multi-camera UGV composition (ViComp) framework. The
audio signals are analyzed for audio stitching, followed by suitable cut-points selection. The
videos are analyzed for quality and view diversity to contribute to the rank-based camera-selection
method
et al. [41] presented an automatic control strategy for PTZ cameras for online tracking of
the lecturer. The method used depth stream from a KINECT sensor for head detection and
translated this position into the PTZ-camera coordinate system for its positioning. Similarly,
in meeting room video editing [27, 42] mainly speaker identification, localization, recog-
nition and tracking are performed to select different camera views. Yu and Nakamura [42]
presented a detailed survey on smart meeting systems and their architecture along with
the involved components for the recognition of audio and visual events in a meeting. For
improving video conferencing, Ranjan et al. [27] presented an automatic camera control
strategy, that performed speaker localization, head detection and tracking, and close up or
pair of speakers spot detection. In these systems, video recordings are generally captured
from high-quality cameras having a constraint environment in a lecture or meeting room
with a presetting of fixed or stable moving cameras, and adequate lighting conditions, thus
providing favorable conditions for speaker localization and recognition. Though linked with
camera selection, these methods are not directly applicable for multi-camera selection in
UGVs in which the visual quality varies from one camera to another.
For the automatic boardcast of sports videos, Wang et al. [38] computed features like
field line, goalmouth, centre circle, ball trajectory, camera motion and audio keywords,
and used them for event detection by training a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for three
event classes, namely attack, foul and miscellaneous. The method [38] selected the main
camera most of the time and the sub-cameras were selected by maximizing the likelihood
score of suitable/unsuitable sub-camera segments, classified by applying a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) on camera motion features. Daniyal et al. [8] used the amount of activ-
ity (scored using background subtraction), objects’ trajectory, size and location as features
for content and task-based camera selection, and demonstrated their results on a basketball
game, airport surveillance and outdoor videos. To avoid too frequent camera switching, this
method [8] modeled the prior selection state using Dynamic Bayesian Networks. D’Orazio
and Leo [11] presented a detailed review of vision-based systems for soccer game video
analysis, in which they detailed that the type of features extracted for vision-based sports
game analysis vary based on the application under study and may include dominant color,
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color histogram, camera motion, corner points, ball and player detection, field characteris-
tics detection, texture, and player recognition [11]. Multi-camera sports videos are recorded
using professional cameras capable of performing stable pan, tilt and zoom motions [11].
Extracting particular features representing object specific properties might not be applicable
on UGVs of concerts in case of poor visual-quality and lighting conditions.
For home video-editing, Hua et al. [15, 16] performed sub-shot, attention and sentence
detection. The method [15, 16] filtered out low quality sub-shots, and aligned the sub-shot
boundary with the selected music tempo, while preserving the detected sentence portions
of the video. Campanella et al. [7] used brightness, contrast, shake, and face detection for
obtaining a suitability score for home video sub-shots, where sub-shots are obtained by
filtering frames containing unwanted camera motion. The method [7] performed editing by
selecting the video segments with the highest score and by allowing the user to perform the
editing while watching. Mei et al. [23] analyzed spatio-temporal factors (unstable, jerky,
low fidelity, brightness, blur and orientation) and proposed three quality metrics for home-
video summarization, namely user study-based (weighted average of all spatio-temporal
factors), rule-based (nonlinear fusion [16]), and learning-based (offline two-class quality
training). A skim ratio (for the length of the final video) is defined and the sub-shots with
maximized quality metric are selected to compose the video. Home video editing methods
are closely linked with the generation process of multi-camera recordings because of the
similar content type and analysis. Their input information differs, as in the case of multi-
camera recording generation, multiple views of an event are available for the composition
of a continuous video.
Areu et al. [3] reconstructed the 3D structure of the scene [36] from multiple UGVs, and
estimated cameras’ positions and orientations to compute their 3D joint attention. The 3D
motion of a camera is used to estimate its stabilization cost. The stabilization, camera roll
and joint attention cost are then used as features for camera-view selection.
Mashup generation systems from UGVs have been proposed by Shrestha et al. [35]
(FirstFit) and Saini et al. [30] (MoViMash). FirstFit [35] analyzed video quality features
such as blockiness, blur, brightness and shake to perform camera selection, while MoVi-
Mash [30] additionally used occlusion and tilt, and introduced an offline learning stage
which incorporated video editing rules, such as shooting angle, shooting distance and shot
length. Although these methods are claimed to be automatic [30, 35], they rely on man-
ual segmentation of video clips. Further, MoViMash manually categorized the videos into
right, left, center, near and far for learning the shot-transition distributions. Beerends and
Caluwe [5] conducted subjective experiments by varying audio and video quality of videos
to test their influence on the perceived video/audio quality. Their findings showed that low-
quality audio decreases the perceived quality of the video as well. In FirstFit [35], the
audio is selected from the same media segment which contributed to camera selection, thus
resulting in audio with varying quality when playing back the generated video. For MoVi-
Mash [30], the audio is not aligned with the video within the resulting mashups. Wilk and
Effelsberg [40] studied the influence of visual degradations on the perceived quality of
UGVs. In particular, they studied the effect of camera shake, harmful occlusion and camera
misalignment, and rated video clips of 9-12s duration on a 5-point scale corresponding to
different levels of degradation. Their results showed that these degradations, in particular
camera shake, highly affect the perceived quality of UGVs.
Several approaches exist in the literature for audio classification via segmentation [22],
e.g. to classify silence, music, environment sound and speech. Some approaches used tempo
analysis [31] while others use Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) to perform
self-similarity decomposition in order to obtain audio segmentation. Most of these methods
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required training to identify the different classes of audio and to perform the segmentation
based on structural information. The tempo detection approach [31] is designed using onsets
for finding suitable cut-points. This gave unsatisfactory results due to the sensitivity of
onsets in the presence of audio degradations [35].
Table 1 summarizes the state-of-the-art methods for multi-camera editing and composi-
tion with respect to the scenario for which they are designed.
3 Problem formulation
Let C = {Cn}Nn=1 denote N synchronized and continuous multi-camera UGVs of an event.
Each Cn is at least partially overlapping in time with some other UGVs in C. Let V =
{Vn}Nn=1 and A = {An}Nn=1 denote N visual and audio signals in C, respectively. Each
Vn = (vn1, ..., vnk, ..., vnKn) is re-sampled to a common frame rate1, K , and contains Kn
frames. Likewise, each An = (an1, ..., anp, ..., anPn) is re-sampled to a common sampling
rate, P , and contains Pn audio samples. EachCn is temporally ordered with respect to others
on a common timeline, such that the first video frame corresponds to the first recorded
frame in C and the last video frame, Iv , corresponds to the last video frame in C. Likewise
for the audio A, which goes from 1 to Ia .
Let Ast = (ast1 , · · · , asti , · · · astIa ) denote the stitched audio of the event and U =
(u1, · · · , uj , · · · , uJ ) denote the suitable cut-points, where J is the number of segments.
Let S = {Sn}Nn=1 and T = {Tn}Nn=1 denote the spatial and spatio-temporal scores for
each Cn, respectively. The problem of automatic video composition can be described
as selecting J segments from the set of N UGVs to generate a single coherent video
M = (M1, ...Mj , ...,MJ ), where Mj represents the j th video segment.
4 Audio analysis
We propose an audio stitching method that produces consistent and uniform audio ,Ast , for
the complete duration of the event. We also propose a cut-point selection method, which
aims at finding the binary signal, AstU , for the suitable cut-points, where U is in s (seconds)
to be used as a common reference point for both audio and video segmentation. We obtain
U = (u1, · · · , uj , · · · , uJ ) by analyzing three audio features, namely root mean square,
ARMS , spectral entropy, ASE , and spectral centroid, ASC .
4.1 Audio-quality analysis for audio ranking
The overlapping audio signals,A, for an event contain audio captured from different devices
and locations. Hence, the quality of audio varies from one video to another. For audio stitch-
ing, we need to know which audio is better in A. In order to achieve this, we analyze the
spectral rolloff [21] of the set of audio signals, A, to rank the individual An based on their
quality.
Spectral rolloff estimates the amount of high frequency [21] in the signal by calculating
the frequency which contains 85 % of the signal energy. Real-world degradations present in
UGVs introduce high frequencies in the audio signal, thus resulting in 85 % of the signal
1All UGVs are converted to the same frame rate using VirtualDub [20].
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energy shifting to a higher frequency value. Therefore, for designing the ranking strategy,
we assume that the overlapping audio signals with low-spectral rolloff contain less noise
than the spectrum in the audio signals with high-spectral rolloff values. This is illustrated
with the help of an example in Fig. 2. The spectrum in Fig. 2b is more concentrated towards
low frequency bins and contains less noise as compared to Fig. 2a.
For ranking the audio signals, we decompose each An for the overlap duration [Ia′ , Ia′′ ]
into non-overlapping frames 1, · · · , γ, · · · ,  using frame size fr1 = 1s (selected empiri-
cally). We varied the frame size fr1 from 0.5s to 3.0s with a step size of 0.5s to calculate the
ranks (using the below mentioned method), and found 1s to be the most appropriate as the
ranks become consistent at and beyond this frame size. We calculate the Fourier transform
within each frame γ
[Xn1(l), · · · , Xnγ (l), · · · , Xn(l)], (1)
where l is the frequency bin. We then compute the spectral rolloff, ASRn , for the set of audio
signals, A, which is given by
ASR =
[






ASR1 (γ ), · · ·ASRn (γ ), · · · , ASRN (γ )
]T
. (3)
This is followed by computing the rank matrix, RSR , within each frame by sorting each
ASR(γ ) in ascending order and obtaining its argument. The audio signal which appears the
most in each row of RSR is selected as the one with the best quality, followed by the others.
This gives the rank vector RSR = [r(1), · · · , r(n), · · · , r(N)]T , where RSR contains the
indices of An in descending order of quality.












































































Fig. 2 Spectral rolloff analysis for audio ranking. (a) and (b) show the spectrum of a synchronized audio
frame from two audio signals, and (c) and (d) show their respective cumulative spectra. The spectral rolloff is
shown in red. (b) contains less noise as compared to (a) since (b) is more concentrated towards low frequency
bins
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4.2 Audio-stitching using the rank vector
To obtain a continuous audio track starting from the earliest starting video till the last ending
one, we perform audio stitching Ast using the rank vector RSR . From the synchronization,
we have the relative start,Gn, and end, En, timings of each An. Our audio-stitching method
works as follows. At level 1 of the stitching, Ar(1) is selected to span for the duration Gr(1)
to Er(1), thus resulting in intermediate stitched audio A˙st = (aGr(1) , · · · , aEr(1) ). At level 2,
in order to reduce the number of stitched points, we compromise between the quality and
the number of stitch points. Therefore, we update A˙st by checking if Ar(1) is completely,
before or after contained within Ar(2) (see Algo. 1). In a situation where Ar(2) is completely
contained within Ar(1), we do not update A˙st . The process continues until we obtain the
stitched audio Ast =
(
ast1 , · · · , asti , · · · astIa
)
for the complete duration. This process of



































Fig. 3 Audio-stitching illustration (audio signals represented by colored bars). (a) Synchronized An are
decomposed into non-overlapping frames, , using fr1 for the [Ia′ , Ia′′ ] duration. (b) Rank vector, R, is then
obtained by analyzing audio quality within each frame. (c) Finally, audio stitching is performed to obtain a
continuous audio signal for the complete duration of the event
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4.3 Cut-point selection using audio features
According to professional film-editing rules, every cut should have a motivation such
as camera motion, occlusion or silence-to-voice transition [10]. In our proposed method,
cut-points are selected by analyzing the dynamics of the stitched audio as we assume
that it is meaningful to change camera view when a change in audio occurs (e.g.
silence to audio/music, change or addition of an instrument, low to high volume, music
to vocal).
We propose a cut-point selection method by analyzing low level audio features of Ast to
detect those audio samples where the change occurs. The three features used are root mean
square,ARMS , [21] spectral centroid,ASC , [21] and spectral entropy,ASE [21]. Root mean
square, ARMS , is useful for detecting silence periods in audio signals and for discriminat-
ing between different audio classes. Spectral centroid, ASC , is effective in describing the
spectral shape of the audio as it measures the center of mass of the audio spectrum, and it is
useful for predicting the brightness of the sound. A sudden change in ASC is interpreted as
an instrumental change in music [21, 32]. Spectral entropy, ASE , is used to detect silence
and voice segments of speech [28]. It is also useful for discriminating between speech and
music. We compute the change in these features and use their agreement for the cut-point
selection.
In our method, we first decompose the input audio signal, Ast , into non-overlapping
frames 1, · · · , f, · · · , F with frame size, fr2, (Section 4.4) and compute the low level
features ARMS , ASC , ASE within each frame f , as
ARMS = [aRMS(1), · · · , aRMS(f ), · · · , aRMS(F )], (4)
ASC = [aSC(1), · · · , aSC(f ), · · · , aSC(F )], (5)
ASE = [aSE(1), · · · , aSE(f ), · · · , aSE(F )]. (6)
The total number of frames is computed as F = Ia
P fr2
, where Ia is the total number of
samples in Ast and P is the sampling rate. We then compute the derivative DRMS , DSC ,
DSE of the features ARMS , ASC , ASE , as
DRMS = [dRMS(1), · · · , dRMS(f ), · · · , dRMS(F )]. (7)
Likewise, we obtain DSC and DSE . The response of the three features computed for the
input audio signal along with their derivatives is shown in Fig. 4.
For statistical analysis, we analyze the dynamics of feature derivatives DRMS , DSC and















to be applied within each Wa is computed as
τ¯ = μ¯ + η, (8)
where η defines the weight for the standard deviation, , to be applied for computing the
outliers within eachWa . For initialization, we set η = 2.5 by considering that the data under
Wa is normally distributed (giving a confidence interval of 0.985 [19]). The threshold, τ¯ , is
computed withinWa for each feature vector derivative and is locally applied to it. The values
of feature vector derivatives above τ¯ correspond to outliers, where there is a significant
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Cut points applied on audio
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Fig. 4 Audio features extraction and cut-point selection. Root mean square (top left), spectral centroid (mid-
dle left) and spectral entropy (bottom left) of the input audio signal. The respective derivatives are shown (on
the right). A dynamic threshold is applied within an analysis window Wa and the cut points are computed
while staying within the minimum, lmin, and maximum, lmax, video-shot duration limits
change in the dynamics of the input audio signal. These values are marked as one while the
values below τ¯ are marked as 0. This gives the binary value
bRMS(f ) =
{
0 dRMS(f ) < τRMSa ,
1 otherwise,
(9)
for the binary vector
BRMS = [bRMS(1), · · · , bRMS(f ), · · · , bRMS(F )]. (10)
Likewise, BSC and BSE are computed. The three binary vectors are then fused together
with a logic AND operator
AstU = BRMS · BSC · BSE. (11)
Finally, we overlay the binary vector AstU on the audio signal to get its suitable cut-points,
U . Figure 4 (right) shows the DRMS , DSC and DSE along with the applied threshold τ¯ and
the resulting segmented audio signal.
4.4 Parameters for cut-point selection
To decompose an audio signal into frames for the feature extraction, we selected the frame
size fr2 = 0.05s. Typical value for the frame size is between 0.01s and 0.05s [13, 33]. The
frame size should be large enough to have sufficient data for the feature extraction. At the
same time, it should be short enough to make the signal (approximately) stationary [13]. In
order to validate the frame size selection, we manually labeled an audio signal (of 8 minutes
duration) to obtain the ground-truth cut-points. We evaluated our proposed cut-point detec-
tion method by varying fr2 from 0.01s to 0.07s (Fig. 5a). It is observed that the F1-score is
comparatively high for the typical value range. The performance decreases when the frame
size is increased beyond 0.05s, which suggests that frames are not (approximately) sta-
tionary beyond this value. Likewise, the typical value for the analysis window size, Wa , is
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Fig. 5 Analysis of frame, fr2, and analysis window, Wa , size. (a) The effect of varying fr2 while fixing
Wa = 5s. (b) The effect of varying Wa while fixing fr2 = 0.05s
between 1s and 10s [13]. We selected Wa = 5s for our proposed method. We demonstrated
the effect of varying Wa in Fig. 5b. It is observed that the F1-score does not vary much
between the typical value range and the mean F1-score is 86 % with standard deviation of
1.4 %.
We selected the minimum, lmin, and maximum, lmax, limits for the video-shot duration
and adjusted the cut-point selection method to satisfy this condition. The lmin and lmax are
dependent on the audio genre under study. A segment longer than lmax is perceived as boring
and a segment shorter than Imin may not be understandable [3, 43]. In this work, we set
the lmin and lmax to 3s and 10s, respectively, and use them to define a meaningful transition
from one field of view of a camera to another. We adjust the threshold τ¯ (8) to enforce shot
duration limits on the cut-point selection method. When η is high, τ¯ within Wa is high and
less frames are detected as outliers, resulting in few cut-points with possible length longer
than lmax. The threshold τ¯ is lowered iteratively by decreasing η until the lmax condition is
satisfied. In order to satisfy the lmin condition, two adjacent segments which are less than
lmin apart are merged to obtain one segment.
5 Video analysis
Given the set C = {Cn}Nn=1 of multi-camera UGVs, we analyze V by computing cer-
tain visual assessment scores to account for the visual quality, camera motion and view
diversity. The video quality assessment aims at obtaining spatial S = {Sn}Nn=1 and spatio-
temporal T = {Tn}Nn=1 quality scores, where Sn = (sn1, · · · , sni , · · · , snIv ) and Tn =
(tn1, · · · , tni , · · · , tnIv ), respectively.
5.1 Spatial quality assessment
In order to filter low-quality video frames, we perform spatial quality analysis of UGVs.
We use BRISQUE [25] (Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator) for the image
spatial quality-assessment as it quantifies several degradations caused by video compres-
sion, image blur and additive white Gaussian noise, as compared to other approaches that
are degradation-specific [12, 34, 37, 44]. BRISQUE is a non-reference based image quality
measure which is designed based on the natural scene statistics [29]. BRISQUE is designed
using Mean Subtracted Contrast Normalized (MSCN) coefficients [29]. MSCN coefficients
refer to a property of natural scene statistics, which states that the subtraction of local means
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from image luminances and normalization by local variances produces decorrelated coef-
ficients [29]. BRISQUE computes features by fitting a generalized Gaussian distribution to
the MSCN coefficients and by fitting asymmetric generalized Gaussian distribution to pair-
wise products of neighboring MSCN coefficients. Finally, in order to obtain a measure of
image quality, BRISQUE learns a mapping between features and human Differential-Mean
Opinion Score (DMOS) by using a support vector machine regressor.
Each Sn in S = {Sn}Nn=1 is synchronized such that an assessment score s1i for C1 at ith
frame corresponds to the same time instant for the score s2i for C2. S is normalized using
the z-score to have mean equal to zero and standard deviation equal to one.
5.2 Spatio-temporal quality assessment
In order to filter video frames containing unwanted camera movements, we perform spatio-
temporal quality analysis of UGVs. We use the approach of Nagasaka and Miyatake [26] in
which they estimate the camera pan and tilt using Luminance Projection Correlation (LPC).
We use this approach [26] as opposed to other optical flow-based [2] and template matching-
based [1] approaches which are computationally expensive. Furthermore, LPC has been
previously tested for hand-held camera’s video analysis [7]. We obtain the pan signal by
projecting the image on the horizontal axis and by correlating it with the projection of the
previous image. Likewise, the tilt signal is computed. A threshold [26] is applied to these
signals for detecting the pan and tilt (see Fig. 6). Pan left is labeled as positive and right as








Fig. 6 Camera motion analysis [26]. Pan and tilt are shown along with camera shake score [7] for the three
active cameras (labeled with green, blue and cyan colors) from the same event
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In order to estimate spatio-temporal quality score which is given by camera shake, we
use the method proposed by Campanella et al. [7] in which they apply low pass filtering
to the pan and tilt signals [26], and compute the camera shake by taking the differ-
ence of original and filtered pan and tilt signals. The computed spatio-temporal quality
score T = {Tn}Nn=1 is normalized using the z-score normalization. The higher the value
of tni (score for the ith frame of the nth camera) the more stable the video. Figure 6
shows the results for camera pan, tilt and shake analysis for two cameras belonging to
the same event.
5.3 View diversity
Diversity is defined as the use of a variety of views in the camera selection process in
order to increase the information content in the generated video. This enhances the viewing
experience and is a component of professionally edited videos [6, 43]. We assume that if
at least the past two consecutive selected cameras are different from the current selection,
sufficient view diversity is achieved.
In order to impose view diversity, we make use of the past segments. We implement
a simple condition that a video selected for the segment Mj differs in view point from
the previous segment Mj−1 and it is not the one selected for the previous two segments
Mj−1 and Mj−2 provided that we at least have 3 UGVs for an event at that time instant.
Figure 7 shows an illustration of the proposed view diversity condition (Fig. 7c) in compar-
ison to when no diversity (Fig. 7a), or history of the previous selected segment (Fig. 7b) is
applied for the camera selection. By considering the history of the previous selected seg-
ment, switching between two top ranked cameras takes place. In the proposed view diversity
condition, switching between three or more cameras takes place by considering their ranks.
The rank-based camera selection strategy is presented in the following section.
6 Rank-based camera selection
In order to construct a camera selection strategy, we analyze the spatial, S, and spatio-
temporal, T, assessment within each segment j while considering the view diversity within
the last two selected visual segments. We analyze the video segment vnj for all N cam-
eras by using both spatial Sn and spatio-temporal Tn quality scores. We first perform the
50 100 150
Time (sec)














History of the previous
selected segment





Fig. 7 View diversity illustration. Camera selection is shown for three cases: (a) No diversity condition
is applied. (b) History of the previous selected segment is considered for the diversity. (c) Proposed view
diversity condition in which history of the two previous selected segments is considered
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best camera selection independently with respect to the Sn and Tn scores, and store the
selected camera indices in IS and IT , respectively. The selected camera indices are given
by ISj =
(
ISj1, · · · , I Sjk, · · · , I SjKj
)
∈ uj , where Kj is the total number of samples
in the segment uj when analyzing S. The same is applicable for ITj . We then compute









where ISjk ∈ Cn. By varying n from 1, · · · , N , we get the normalized occurrence for all the
cameras in the segment uj . Similarly, we compute ÔTnj for I
T





in descending order to get the rank vectors RSj and R
T
j , respectively, for all Cn. We then
compute the rank vector Rj by combining the unique stable values from RSj and R
T
j . By
considering the camera ranking in current and past two segments, we develop the camera
selection method such that the video selected for Mj should not be the same as in Mj−1
and Mj−2. At level l = 1 in a segment uj , we assign the top combined rank Rj (1) to Mj
followed by checking the different camera selected at l = 2 and l = 3 for imposing view
diversity from the past two Mj−1 and Mj−2 segments. The complete algorithm for this
method is detailed in Algo. 2.
7 ViComp compared with Firstfit and MoViMash
Our method is similar to Firstfit [35] and MoViMash [30] as we also perform visual qual-
ity and camera motion analysis for video composition but differ significantly from them
as we perform audio stitching and automatic cut-point selection. We used a single spatial
quality measure, and applied a rank-based strategy for camera selection. This comparison
is presented below in detail.
Firstfit and MoViMash do not consider audio quality. These methods are not fully auto-
matic, and perform manual cut-point selection of the UGVs. We use audio as opposed to
manual video cut-point selection as it gives a single cut-point at a time instant to be used for
all the UGVs.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the quality measure from FirstFit [35], MoViMash [30] and proposed ViComp (that
uses BRISQUE [25]) is shown for a UGV. The frames corresponding to the maximum and minimum scores
for each measure are shown for visualization
Firstfit and MoViMash used individual measures for quality assessment. We used instead
BRISQUE [25] as it incorporates different visual degradations in a single score. The quality
measure of the FirstFit [35] is the multiplication of normalized blockiness, blur, brightness
and shake score, and the quality measure of MoViMash [30] is the multiplication of the
normalized blockiness, blur, illumination, contrast and burned pixels. Multiplication-based
combination might suppress the effect of one individual score over the other. In Fig. 8, a
comparison of the quality measure BRISQUE [25] (used in our framework) with respect to
the quality measures used in FirstFit and MoViMash is shown. It can be observed that in
this example the brightness score is dominating in FirstFit and MoViMash, and frames with
low brightness do not get a high score even if their visual quality is good.
MoViMash [30] used a structural similarity based approach (SSIM [39]) for measuring
the view similarity between a current video frame and a frame stored in history. SSIMmight
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not be an appropriate measure for view similarity analysis as UGVs contain varying quality
recordings from different viewing angles and distances with narrow and wide baselines.
Firstfit and MoViMash used optimization strategies which rely on weighted addition of
quality, cut-point and diversity scores in FirstFit, and quality, diversity and shake scores in
MoViMash. These methods require tuning of weights and a shot that gets the highest total
score is selected for the current view. We designed a rank-based camera selection strategy
to combine the effect of the quality scores (S,T) along with the view diversity condition. In
our proposed strategy, a preferable camera in terms of quality and another preferable camera
in terms of shake in a segment are both likely candidate for the current view. View diversity
is then imposed to decide which camera to select (Section 6).
8 Experimental validation
In order to validate the proposed ViComp, we design a subjective evaluation test and com-
pare it with Firstfit [35] and MoViMash [30]. We test our framework on a dataset of 13
events (93 UGVs).
8.1 Experimental setup
Table 2 details the dataset for the subjective evaluation. Each event was captured by 4 to 12
hand-held cameras which were overlapping in time. Event 1-4 comprise multiple record-
ings of four different songs from a Nickelback concert. Event 5-8 comprise the multiple
recordings of four different songs from an Evanescence concert. Event 9-11 are the same
recordings as used by the FirstFit [35] that are pop and rock concerts, and Event 12-13 are
the same recordings as used in MoViMash [30] that are dance sequences at a local show.
The UGVs are pre-processed before feeding into the ViComp framework as the video
frame rate and frame size are varying among the UGVs of the same event. The frame rate
Table 2 Details of the dataset used for testing. All recordings have audio sampled at 44.1 kHz. Key: N -
Number of cameras
Event N Video frame rate Duration Coverage Overlap Frame size
min−max (fps) min−max(min : s) duration duration (pixels)
1 7 16-30 04:01 - 05:20 05:23 04:05 (640, 360)
2 9 16-30 04:00 - 04:42 04:44 03:56 (480, 360), (640, 360)
3 7 16-30 02:26 - 04:46 04:46 03:14 (640, 360)
4 5 24-30 03:20 - 04:56 04:56 03:20 (640, 360)
5 6 25-30 03:17 - 03:57 03:57 03:09 (640, 360), (568, 360)
6 6 29-30 03:02 - 04:03 04:05 02:42 (640, 360),(480, 360)
7 6 25-30 02:57 - 04:08 04:08 02:57 (480, 360), (640, 360)
8 7 24-30 03:35 - 04:04 04:02 03:58 (640, 360), (480, 360)
9 [35] 5 25 04:24 - 04:45 04:44 04:17 (320, 240)
10 [35] 5 25-30 05:01 - 06:58 07:01 04:32 (320, 240)
11 [35] 4 15-30 02:24 - 05:17 05:15 02:47 (320, 240)
12 [30] 12 30 04:01 - 04:57 05:00 04:05 (720, 480)
13 [30] 12 30 03:45 - 04:13 04:13 03:49 (720, 480)
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for all UGVs are re-sampled to 25 fps a-priori by using VirtualDub [20]. All frames are re-
scaled to the same size for all the videos before camera selection. Also, all UGVs belonging
to an event are synchronized a-priori to a common timeline [4]. For the selection of suitable
cut-points, we fixed the value of lmin and lmax to 3 and 10s, respectively (Section 4.4). For
the evaluation test, we used the overlap duration (as shown in Table 2) that is the duration
for which all UGVs in an event are available.
For comparison, we implemented two more strategies, ViRand, and ViCompCD. In
ViRand, the video segments are selected randomly at each cut-point while the segment
length lmin and lmax are fixed. We also design the Clustering-based Diversity (CD) condi-
tion and included it in ViCompCD for comparison. For implementing the CD condition, we
develop a strategy for clustering the video frames from N cameras at ith time instant into
similar and dissimilar views by matching view points. At a time instant i, the views are orga-
nized into clusters C1 and C2, where C1 contains the indices of all views similar to the last
frame (i − 1) of the previously selected segment Mj−1, and C2 contains the indices of all
the dissimilar views. At a time instant i, we apply the Harris affine detector [24] to extract
affine invariant regions followed by applying the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
descriptor to extract features, En(i), in a frame. We used this detector as it is capable of
identifying similar regions in pairs of video frames captured from different viewpoints. We
compute visual features for all Cn at the ith time instant, where En(i) ∈ RYn×128 and Yn is
the number of features extracted in the nth camera. For a cameraCn′ , we calculate its feature
matching with the featuresEn(i) of all other cameras. The match count between current Cn′
and all Cn at ith time instant is given by(i) = [λn′1(i), · · · , λn′n(i), · · · , λn′N(i)]T . The
highest number of matches is obtained when n′ = n. We make this value λn′n′(i) equal to
the second highest match value in order to avoid bias in the clustering stage; as when a frame
is matched with itself a sufficiently large number of matches occurs as compared to when it
is matched with video frames from other camera recordings. Next, we apply k-means clus-
tering by setting k = 2 such that C1 is the cluster with the highest mean value. Ideally, this
ensures that C1 always contains frames from the N cameras at time instant i that contains a
similar camera view as of n′. However, this is not always true as visual degradations reduce
the sharpness of the video frame; thus making the feature matching insignificant. In order to
implement the CD condition in the camera selection process, we select a camera index from
C2 for which the combined rank Rj (in the j th segment) is high and satisfies the proposed
view diversity condition. Figure 9 shows an example of CD strategy. Matching is performed
between C7 (last frame of previously selected camera) and all Cn, as a result frames similar
to C7 form the cluster C1 while dissimilar frames form the cluster C2.
8.2 Subjective evaluation
A subjective test is designed to analyze the overall quality of the proposed method (ViComp)
in comparison with ViCompCD, ViRand, Firstfit [35] and MoViMash [30]. As there are
many ways of showing videos to subjects in order to record their assessment, the ITU-R
recommendation [18] presented four standardized methods for the subjective video-quality
assessment. We selected Pair Comparison (PC) [18]-like method for analyzing the com-
posed multi-camera video based on a subject’s level of interest. Our choice is motivated by
the fact that in order to have a fair comparison, a subject must watch all three composed
videos of an event before ranking them. For example, if the subject is asked to assess one
video at a time, he/she will not be sure what is the reference that defines a good quality. In
each test set, we presented the test videos from three methods one after another and asked
the subject to provide a comparative rank from the best to the worst video. The subjects
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Fig. 9 Clustering-based diversity example. C7 is the last frame of the previously selected segment which
is matched with all Cn. This process divides the videos into two clusters: similar, Cluster 1, and dissimilar,
Cluster 2
were not disclosed about the method used to compose these videos. In order for the subject
to stay involved in the test and to remember the properties of the videos, the length of each
test video is selected to be approximately of 60s. Therefore, the videos in a particular test set
took 3-4 minutes to be watched and ranked by the subjects. We designed a web-page2 for
the distribution of the test, in which guidelines for taking the test are given to the subjects.
The subject’s information (name, age, gender) is recorded before the test begins.
The validation is performed by conducting four experiments as detailed in Table 3. In
the first and the second experiments, we selected Event 1-4 and Event 5-8, respectively,
that contain UGVs of the same artist for the same concert, and tested three methods,
namely ViComp, ViCompCD and ViRand. This selection is done in order to avoid a sub-
ject’s bias towards a particular artist. The output mashups obtained using Firstfit [35] and
MoViMash [30] were made available by their authors for Event 9-11 and Event 12-13,
respectively. In the third experiment, we used Event 9-11 and tested ViComp, ViCompCD
and FirstFit [35]. In the fourth experiment, we used Event12-13 and tested ViComp, ViCom-
pCD and MoViMash [30]. The audio in Firstfit [35] is varying and discontinuous which
may negatively influence the subject’s decision while ranking [5]. In order to remove the
bias induced due to varying audio quality, we used the same audio track for all methods.
8.3 The method
We conducted a survey on the quality of videos generated by three methods (Table 3).
The null and alternate hypothesis are formulated as Ho = ‘There is no significant differ-
ence among the videos generated by the three methods’, and Ha = ‘There is a significant
2http://webprojects.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/sb303/evalvid/
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Table 3 Details of the subjective experiments and their evaluation. Median age of subjects in all the experi-
ments came out to be approx. 30 years old. Key: Exp. - Experiment number;M - Male subjects; F - Female
subjects; X2 - Chi-square statistic
Exp. Events Methods under test Subject X2 p-value
ViComp ViComp- ViRand First- MoVi- M F
(proposed) CD fit Mash
1 1-4    21 9 120.46 6.9e−27
2 5-8    18 9 113.56 2.2e−25
3 9-11    26 9 56.11 6.6e−13
4 12-13    26 9 51.54 6.4e−12
difference among the videos generated by the three methods’. The test is designed as a
k-related sample test in which the subjects are told to assign rank 1 to the method which
appears to them as the best in terms of visual quality, rank 2 to the second best and rank
3 to the worst. The recorded ranks for the four experiments are presented in Fig. 10. The
age of the subjects who took part in the first and second experiments ranged from 19-50
years (median 29.5 years). And the age of the subjects who took part in the third and fourth
experiments ranged from 23 to 53 years (median 30 years).
In order to test the consistency in ranking patterns, we used the Friedman Two-Way
ANOVA by ranks [17]. In the Friedman Two-Way ANOVA test, the data are arranged in
a tabular form in which the rows correspond to blocks (subject’s rank for each event) and
columns correspond to treatments (the three methods under test). The Friedman Chi-square
statistic X2 and p-value are computed for all four experiments and are detailed in Table 3.
All four results are statistically significant as the p-values are close to zero, hence we can
reject the null hypothesis. These sufficiently small p-values suggest that there is at least one
column median in each experiment that is significantly different from others. Generally, if
the p-value is less than 0.05 or 0.01, it casts doubt on the null hypothesis.
In order to determine which pairs of column effects are significantly different, we per-
form multiple comparison tests [14] for the four experiments. Figure 11 shows the result
for the multiple comparisons of mean column ranks for all four experiments. For the first
and the second experiments (Fig. 11a and b, respectively), the mean column ranks of the
proposed ViComp and ViCompCD are significantly different from the ViRand one. For the
third experiment (Fig. 11c), the mean column rank of the ViComp is significantly differ-
ent from the Firstfit [35] one. Since the events used in this experiment are of poor visual
quality and with limited number of UGVs, the subjects found difficulty to judge the over-
all quality (Section 8.4). For the fourth experiment (Fig. 11d), the mean column ranks
of the proposed ViComp and ViCompCD are significantly different from the MoViMash
[30] one.
8.4 Discussion
The subjective evaluation suggests that the quality of ViComp and ViCompCD is comparable
in some events but overall ViComp outperformed all the other methods (see Figs. 10 and 11).
In general, ViRand, Firstfit [35] and MoViMash [30] received lower ranks.
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Fig. 10 Subjective evaluation test: (a) Experiment 1: Ranks assigned by subjects for the videos composed by
ViComp (proposed), ViCompCD and ViRand for the Nickelback concert, (b) Experiment 2: Ranks assigned
by subjects for the videos composed by ViComp (proposed), ViCompCD and ViRand for the Evanescence
concert, (c) Experiment 3: Ranks assigned by subjects for the videos composed by ViComp (proposed),
ViCompCD and Firstfit [35] for the Events from Firstfit, (d) Experiment 4: Ranks assigned by subjects for the
videos composed by ViComp (proposed), ViCompCD and MoViMash [30] for the Events from MoViMash
For the first experiment (Fig. 10a), a general observation is that ViRand was ranked low
while the ranks for ViComp and ViCompCD were comparable. This is verified by the multi-
ple comparison test (Fig. 11a). For Event1, ViComp received a higher rank than ViCompCD,
while for Event 2, this order was reversed. Similarly for Event 3 and Event 4, ViComp and
ViCompCD received comparable ranks. Note that for Event 4, ViRand received a sufficiently
high rank but not higher than ViComp and ViCompCD. This is because Event 4 consists of
5 UGVs, all of them having comparable visual quality, which makes difficult for a subject
to take a decision.
For the second experiment (Fig. 10b), ViComp and ViCompCD outperformed ViRand for
Event 5, 6 and 8. An interesting case is the one of Event 7, in which the subjects seemed
confused about the quality of the videos and found difficult to take a decision. This is
because all 6 UGVs in this event are either from far field of view (with less shake) or near
field of view (with a lot of shake). The composed videos are therefore not interesting to
playback as far fields of view do not give much information of the event and near fields of
view seemed unpleasant because of high camera-shake.
For the third experiment (Fig. 10c), ViComp outperformed the other two methods. All
three events used in this experiment contained 4-5 overlapping UGVs, having low resolution
(320×240 pixels). An interesting case is the one of Event11, from which it can be observed
that subject’s agreement is not achieved. This is because this event contained 4 UGVs,
all having poor visual-quality (jerky and shake) and compression artifacts. The resulting
composed videos from all the three methods are therefore indistinguishable.
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Fig. 11 The corresponding multiple comparison of mean column ranks for subjective test shown in Fig. 10:
Comparison is shown for the (a) Experiment 1 (Event 1-4), (b) Experiment 2 (Event 5-8), (c) Experiment 3
(Event 9-11), and (d) Experiment 4 (Event 12-13)
For the fourth experiment (Fig. 10d), ViComp and ViCompCD both gave comparable
results. An interesting case is the one of Event12, in which ViComp and ViCompCD received
equal ranks from the subjects. This is mainly because both Event12 and Event13 contained
12 UGVs of comparable quality that were recorded from near field. The mean column
ranks for ViComp and ViCompCD are significantly different from MoViMash [30]. This
is because in MoViMash, UGVs containing high brightness (and poor visual quality) are
selected as a consequence of learning the field-of-view distributions. Also, sometimes the
length of a selected video segment in MoViMash is as small as 1s. This is because at every
second, MoViMash checked for occlusions and shake against a threshold to trigger camera
switching, which created an unpleasant effect.
In some cases ViComp outperformed ViCompCD and vice versa (example Event 1 and
Event 2 in Fig. 10a). Since dissimilar and similar clusters are formed in the CD condi-
tion, video segments which receive a lower total rank (based on quality) might also get
selected if they belong to the dissimilar cluster. Without the CD condition, video segments
with better quality are selected while considering the past two selected segments. As these
two methods are sometimes comparable, a better choice would be to select ViComp as it
is computationally less expensive. In general, ViComp outperformed ViCompCD. Further-
more, clustering-based diversity (ViCompCD) and SSIM-based diversity (MoViMash [30])
lowered the overall quality of the generated videos.
9 Conclusions
We proposed a framework for automatic multi-camera composition from user-generated
videos (UGVs) of the same event. The framework combined audio-visual quality and view
diversity to generate a coherent recording of the complete event to enhance the viewing
experience. Unlike FirstFit [35] and MoViMash [30], we performed the analysis of audio
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signals of UGVs and proposed a stitching method to solve the audio variation issue, that
occurs when switching between cameras. We also proposed an automatic cut-point selection
method by analyzing the change in audio. We imposed a video-shot length condition on
the cut-points, and low quality and shaky video segments that received low score were
automatically filtered during the camera selection process. We applied a rank-based strategy
for camera selection. Our framework was tested on a dataset of 13 events (93 UGVs). In
order to analyze the user satisfaction, we designed a subjective test by considering the ITU-
R recommendations [18]. The subjective evaluation showed better or comparable results of
ViComp with its variant ViCompCD, and ViComp outperformed ViRand, FirstFit [35] and
MoViMash [30].
As future work, we are interested in analyzing the semantic details of audio and visual
data, which may further enhance the quality of the composed videos. Additionally, since
smartphones are equipped with inertial sensors (i.e. accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetome-
ter), we are interested in obtaining the video quality score from the motion analysis of these
sensors.
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